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The name "GUSTAV" has been pre-coded to contain detailed particulars about the
hurricane -- it's location, exact date and other facts.
Even though most people will automatically disregard the contents of this press release, others
have had personal experiences which will make them very interested.
According to George R. Simpson, a noted engineer, inventor, and businessman, the English
language has been pre-coded to contain messages. The pre-coded messages pertain to today's
world, events, personalities, practices, and dates. The results of the translations are blunt, antiestablishment, anti-rich, anti-religion. Thousands of sample "decodings" of these hidden
messages are contained on two webites: WWW.UfoEtBlog.com and WWW.EtCornGods.com.
Mr. Simpson was "visited" in 1985 by an extraterrestrial presence and told about the hidden
messages in the English language. He was told that it was his job to decipher the hidden code
and "tell it to the world". He has worked for 23 years to complete his assignment.
The language for decoding the hidden messages is named "The ET Corn Gods
language/game". Mr. Simpson explains that the ET Corn Gods language translation matrix is
very elegant and a "geek's dream" decoding challenge.
Attached to this press release is a decoding of the word "GUSTAV". The results of the
decodings include:
Gulf Coast Storm US Of God, "Fast Aid" and "Fret, 1 Sept. 2008 AD, ET"
Over 5 million visits have been made to the home page of the leading Corn Circle website
homepage of www.cropcircleconnector.com. According to George Simpson, the Corn
Circles (thousands of magnificent designs in growing fields of the world) are coded
announcements of the coming of the ET Corn Gods language/game.
Speaking about the "GUSTAV" translation, Mr. Simpson remarked:
"If God can predetermine the structure of every word in the English language, wouldn t you
believe, then, that God also makes all weather and storms?"
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The translation results mean different things to different people. Here are the comments made
by Peggy Johnson of Greenville, NC about the "GUSTAV" translation:
"Clearly the ETs are mad because people are not listening to them! Only
by listening to them and not false religions can future disasters be avoided.
They are not without mercy telling in advance what they are going to do
and to send aid.
There simply can be no doubt!!"

Visit: www.UfoEtBlog.com/?p=323
Visit: www.ETCornGods.com
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The word Gustav .
Note: Translated words indicate unusual relationships between the word
being translated and result of the translation.
Gustav:
add 0+66+66
= UL .
add 0+66 = 66 , ff .
f+66+66
= St .
add o .
Add 0+66 = 66 .
six = Vi, 229, Ca, Coa . (add o).
6+66+66
= St .
6+66+66
= "St".
add "o".
0+66+66
= 18138 .
18 is "r".
138 is 1 Ch , book 13 , M .
t is 20, 2 15, 17.
1 cancels with "a".
v+66+66
= od .
add 0+66+66
= of .
Therefore:
Gustav = Gulf Coast Storm US Of God .
Gb is 72, 72-66 = "6", "F".
A+66+66 .. = "si".
Iv = 4, d.
Therefore:
Gustav = "Fast Aid".
As+66 = "re".
Add 0+66+66
= "wa".
W is 23, New Testament 3, book 42, "2008 AD".
Ad = N, Nitrogen, ro is or, backwards, or-66-66
= 0, drop it.
Tin is Sn, sn-66-66
= 0, drop it.
Ni = AD 9, book gal, gr, gr+66+66
= "ET".
Therefore:
Gustav = "Fret 1 Sept. 2008 AD, ET".

Note: If God can predetermine the structure of every word in the English
language, wouldn t you believe that God makes all weather and storms.
Visit: www.UfoEtBlog.com/?p=323
Visit: www.ETCornGods.com

